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On knowledge structures and knower
structures
Karl Maton

Basil Bernstein (1977, 1990, 1999) shows how structures of knowledge in intellectual and educational fields specialize discourses and actors in ways that have
structuring significance for those discourses and actors as well as the fields of
social and symbolic practice they inhabit. Using the concepts of educational
knowledge codes, the pedagogic device and knowledge structures, Bernstein’s
framework helps reveal the effects of the structuring of pedagogic and intellectual discourse for social relations, organization, disciplinary and curricular
change, and identities (Singh 2002, Moore 2004a). In this chapter I suggest that
exploring knower structures develops these insights further, opening up new and
fruitful possibilities for research. Using the concepts of legitimation codes, the
epistemic device and knower structures, I shall build on Bernstein’s framework
to add a second dimension to understanding intellectual and educational fields.
My specific focus is how knowledge and knowers are specialized or, put
another way, what makes some ideas, texts, actors, groups or institutions special or appear to partake of the sacred, and others profane. Such questions of
knowledge and identity are central to social and intellectual change. In
‘knowledge societies’ experiencing exponential growth in the volume, complexity and sources of information and where growing demand beyond the
academy for more knowledge to ameliorate the uncertainties of everyday life
accompanies a loss of public trust in ‘expert’ knowledge (Muller 2000), issues
of who knows what and how have become crucial far beyond the academy. At
the same time, within higher education increasingly marketized funding
regimes encourage the proliferation of publications, while credential inflation
threatens to expand research student numbers. These developments make the
tasks of determining what constitutes an original contribution to knowledge,
who is a scientist or a sociologist, or what article is worth reading, recurring
threads running through the everyday lives of academics. Questions of the
basis of claims to be heard, recognized, published or resourced are thus far
more than philosophical speculation or epistemological ground-clearing.
In this chapter I discuss how using Bernstein’s analysis of curricular and
knowledge structures can help shed light on the ways such questions of the
specialization of actors and ideas are answered. I will also show how focusing
on the role played by knower structures augments and develops these insights.
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In Bernstein’s work the latter represent a kind of shadow structure, implicit
within the theory but not explicitly foregrounded, conceptualized and elaborated. Here I shall show what bringing knower structures into the light and
making them an integral part of the analysis can offer. At the same time I shall
illustrate and develop the concepts of legitimation code and epistemic device
that are being used elsewhere to analyse institutional, disciplinary and pedagogic formations.1 I am thus setting forth a way of thinking about intellectual
and educational knowledge using some simple tools that researchers are finding useful to think with. I do so by briefly discussing two different substantive
research projects I am using these tools to think about, which examine intellectual and educational fields. First, I address fields of knowledge production
by discussing the famous ‘two cultures’ debate about relations between science
and the humanities that erupted during the early 1960s. Second, I focus on
fields of knowledge reproduction by discussing the early findings of
exploratory research on the school curriculum that asks why comparatively few
children choose to take qualifications in Music.
Knower structures in intellectual fields: the ‘two cultures’ debate
In 1959 C.P. Snow gave a lecture in which he claimed that the intellectual life
of ‘the whole of western society’ was increasingly being split into ‘two polar
groups’ that ‘had almost ceased to communicate at all’ with ‘between the two
a gulf of mutual incomprehension – sometimes ... hostility and dislike, but
most of all lack of understanding’ (Snow 1959: 3, 2, 4). These ‘two cultures’
were quickly associated in the ensuing debate with the humanities and science and the debate itself construed as a struggle over which of the two could
lay claim to the title of ‘culture’ and so status in the academy. Though the
idea that intellectuals were divided into rival cultures had been made before,
it is difficult to overestimate the ferocity and intensity of the debate which
raged following the publication of Snow’s lecture – as Snow put it, ‘a nerve
had been touched’ (1964: 54). The debate quickly became famous and
remains widely discussed; indeed, current discussions of ‘two cultures’, relations between science and the humanities, and the position of social science,
all remain deeply indebted to the grounds established by this original debate.
The answer to why such a well-established portrait of the disciplinary map
aroused such passion can be found within the public pronouncements of contemporary participants in the debate.2 Common across positions in the debate
was a striking picture of contrasting fortunes. On the one hand, what Snow
termed ‘scientific culture’ was portrayed as enjoying a meteoric rise in stature;
as one commentator tartly expressed:
You cannot open a newspaper, let alone the ‘quality’ journals, without the
importance of science and technology being trumpeted at you from the
headlines.
(Morris 1959: 374)
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By the late 1950s the term ‘science’ had about it something of the sacred: ‘for
non-scientists it is magic’ (Allen 1959: 67). Fêted by and enjoying massive
funding from industry and the state, revered by the media and worshipped by
the public, scientists were said to be enjoying unprecedented prestige. In contrast, the humanities were portrayed as embattled, in decline and insecure.
An influential collection of essays entitled Crisis in the Humanities (Plumb
1964), for example, included accounts of proclaimed crises within classics,
history, philosophy, divinity, literary education, sociology, the fine arts, and
economics, as well as the humanities in schools. They were said to be
unwanted by better-quality students, considered irrelevant to a modern economy by industrialists, increasingly excluded from the corridors of power by
politicians, no longer considered the repository of culture, and publicly
ridiculed as offering little genuine knowledge. In short, while scientists were
feeling strident and secure, humanist intellectuals were suffering from shattered self-confidence. The contemporary view of the disciplinary map,
therefore, portrayed a fundamental shift in the balance of power between
humanist and scientific cultures in their long-acknowledged struggle for status and resources. This raises two questions that I shall explore in turn: (1)
What was the basis of their differences?; and (2) Why was this shift of power
occurring? A common contemporary explanation of their differences held
that scientists and humanist intellectuals ‘speak different languages’
(Editorial, The Listener, 3 September 1959b: 344). Using Bernstein’s approach
would suggest it was instead the underlying structuring principles of their languages that were different. I shall explore these principles in terms of
knowledge structures and then knower structures, before illustrating how an
analysis incorporating both can shed light on what was underlying this
changing disciplinary map.
Knowledge structures
Analysing the form taken by knowledge in intellectual fields of production,
Bernstein (1996, 1999) distinguishes first between horizontal discourse
(everyday or ‘commonsense’ knowledge) and vertical discourse (scholarly or
professional knowledge) and, second, within vertical discourse between horizontal and hierarchical knowledge structures. These different forms of
knowledge structure can be used to describe the two cultures.3 Beginning
with the humanities, humanist culture was portrayed by participants in the
debate as riven by competing claims for supremacy between strongly
bounded disciplines. Commentators argued that classics had served as the
basis of a ‘common culture’ or ‘unifying force’ (Lee 1955) and its decline was
leaving a hole at the centre of the humanities; what had been a single, organic
culture was fragmenting into a series of rival subcultures, with little dialogue
across disciplinary boundaries and no means of adjudicating between competing claims to be the new unifying centre. Humanist culture thereby
resembled what Bernstein defines as a horizontal knowledge structure:
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a series of specialized languages, each with its own specialized modes of
interrogation and specialized criteria ... with non-comparable principles
of description based on different, often opposed, assumptions.
(Bernstein 1996: 172–3)
A horizontal knowledge structure comprises a series of segmented, strongly
bounded languages which, developing Bernstein (1999: 162), I shall visually
represent as:
L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

Where humanists were said to be riven by disagreement, and thought and
acted differently, proponents of scientific culture claimed scientists comprised
an organic community; as Snow put it, scientists shared ‘common attitudes,
common standards and patterns of behaviour, common approaches and
assumptions’ (1959: 9). Unlike the pluralized humanities, science was often
referred to in the singular and portrayed as integrated and whole. Though science was proliferating specialisms at a rapid rate, scientists were said to know
how to bring them together; they understood ‘the essential principles’
(Halsey 1962) and so were able to generate new knowledge without splitting
into competing factions. Scientific culture thereby resembled what Bernstein
describes as a hierarchical knowledge structure: ‘an explicit, coherent, systematically principled and hierarchical organization of knowledge’ which develops
through the integration of knowledge at lower levels and across an expanding
range of phenomena (1996: 172–3). This Bernstein represents as:

where the point of the pyramid represents the smallest number of axioms or
theories and the base represents the maximal number of empirical phenomena
explainable by these propositions.
Knower structures
Using Bernstein’s concepts enables the form taken by the knowledge structures characterizing the two cultures to be described. If we now turn to look
at each culture again but in terms of their knower structures, it shows a different picture (see Table 3.1). I described how the humanities were portrayed
as having previously been a ‘common culture’ with the classics at its centre
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Table 3.1 The ‘two cultures’ as knowledge structures and knower structures
Humanist culture

Scientific culture

Knowledge structures

Knower structures

serving to integrate and bring the various disciplines into relation. However,
it was not classics understood as knowledge, techniques, skills or procedures
that formed the basis of this integration but rather the dispositions or ‘gaze’
that an education in classics was said to guarantee. The ideal humanist intellectual was a gentleman amateur who pursued (usually) his studies ‘for the
love of it’, viewing them as secondary to a clerisy role of cultivating the cultured sensibility of the ‘English gentleman’ among students selected on the
basis of fitting in with the character of the university (Maton 2004).
Everything focused on the personal attributes, sensibility or character of the
knower and an education in classics served as shorthand, indicating this requisite habitus. It was in effect a cultural veneer for a tacit social hierarchy by
being associated with specific social and educational backgrounds (historically, upper-class, public school and Oxbridge). In other words, the
humanities represented what I shall define as a hierarchical knower structure: a
systematically principled and hierarchical organization of knowers based on
an image of an ideal knower which develops through the integration of new
knowers at lower levels and across an expanding range of different dispositions.4 As shown in Table 3.1, this can be portrayed as a pyramid of knowers
with, in the case of humanist culture, the ideal of the ‘English gentleman’ at
its pinnacle. The recontextualizing principle of the humanities and its ruler
(in both senses) was thus a knower; this idealized knower served as the basis for
the selection of actors and ideas and their recontextualization into the field’s
hierarchy of knowers.
Where the humanist intellectual’s ‘ability is a personal matter, which on
the whole he does not owe to his advanced training’, scientific knowledge was
widely portrayed as ‘fairly independent of the personal merits of its possessor’
(Gellner 1964: 75–6). Proponents of science claimed that anyone could enter
the sacred. Snow compared scientific culture as a democratic and meritocratic
endeavour to the class-bound patronage and social snobbery of humanist culture and claimed science was blind to colour, race, creed; it cut ‘across other
mental patterns, such as those of religion or politics or class’ (1959: 9). In
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short, anyone could do science so long as they followed the correct scientific
procedures. Scientists could, therefore, have very different social backgrounds
and sensibilities because these did not matter. Science was thus portrayed as
what I shall term a horizontal knower structure: a series of strongly bounded
knowers, each with its own specialized modes of being and acting, with noncomparable habituses or embodied dispositions based on different social
backgrounds or experiences. In science, according to its proponents, each type
of knower could be strongly bounded from other knowers such that scientists
could represent a series of segmented knowers (see Table 3.1), each ‘gaze’
strongly bounded from one another and capable of being based on very different, even opposed, assumptions.
Exploring these knower structures highlights something not immediately
obvious from studying knowledge structures alone: it is not only hierarchical
knowledge structures that have a hierarchy. As illustrated in Table 3.1, hierarchical knower structures also possess a systematic principle for arranging
actors and discourses into a hierarchy. The difference between intellectual
fields may thus be less whether they are hierarchical or not and more where
their hierarchizing and recontextualizing principle lies: in the knowledge
structure or in the knower structure (or in both). I should emphasize that
‘knower structure’ does not add a ‘field of positions’, as Bourdieu (1993)
would put it, to the knowledge structure’s ‘field of stances’. The analysis
remains focused on what Bernstein (1990) termed ‘relations within’ rather
than ‘relations to’ knowledge (see Chapter 2, this volume). Analysing knower
structures simply reveals another dimension to the knowledge formation. To
explore this more concretely, I shall now examine how actors and discourses
were related to each of these two structures in the ‘two cultures’ debate using
the concept of legitimation codes.
Legitimation codes
The notion of legitimation codes is based on the simple idea that actors are
not only positioned in both a structure of knowledge and a structure of knowers but also establish in their symbolic practices different forms of relations to
these two structures. One can thereby analytically distinguish between an
epistemic relation (ER) to the knowledge structure and a social relation (SR) to
the knower structure.5 Each of these relations can exhibit relatively stronger
(+) or weaker (–) classification and framing. Varying their strengths for each
relation independently generates four principal codes: ER+/–, SR+/– (where
‘ER+’, for example, condenses ‘+C, +F of epistemic relation’). In other words,
actors may emphasize the knowledge structure, the knower structure, neither
or both as the basis of distinctiveness, authority and status; conversely, their
identity, relations and consciousness are shaped in different ways by these two
kinds of structures. These legitimation codes represent different ‘settings’ of
the epistemic device, the means whereby intellectual and educational fields
are maintained, reproduced, transformed and changed (Moore and Maton
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2001). Whoever controls the epistemic device possesses the means to set the
shape of the field in their favour, making what characterizes their own practices (in terms of legitimation codes) the basis of status and achievement in
the field. This brief and somewhat formal definition of these concepts can be
fleshed out by considering the different ways in which the two cultures established relations to their knowledge structures and knower structures.
Perhaps the most controversial claim Snow made in his lecture was that
science and not the humanities was the true ‘common culture’: ‘the scientific
culture really is a culture ... Without thinking about it, they respond alike.
That is what a culture means’ (1959: 9, 10). The basis of this culture was scientists’ ‘sense of loyalty to an abstraction called “knowledge”’ (Mackerness
1960: 15), commitment to ‘truth’ (Bronowski 1961) and allegiance to their
discipline (Pakenham 1963), which specialized their identity and claims to
insight. In other words, for science the epistemic relation to its knowledge
structure was central to the field; this structure strongly classifies and frames
actors and discourses within the field (ER+), while the social relation to its
knower structure was less significant (SR–): what I have elsewhere defined as
a knowledge code (see Table 3.2), which is predicated upon the rule ‘What matters is what you know, not who you are’.
In the case of the humanities, knowledge itself mattered a lot less; possession of procedures and skills was relatively unimportant in defining identity
and achievement, so the epistemic relation to its knowledge structure was
weakly classified and framed (ER–). Instead, the basis of specialization was
possessing the right kind of dispositions or character. In other words, the field
strongly classifies and frames knowers (SR+); for the humanities, the social
relation to its knower structure was the key to the field – a knower code, predicated upon the rule that ‘What matters is not what you know but who you
are’. Comparing the two cultures in Table 3.1 shows that it is that which is
hierarchical (the pyramids) that strongly classifies and frames actors and discourses within the intellectual field (in bold type in Table 3.2): the epistemic
relation to the knowledge structure for scientific culture and the social relation to the knower structure for humanist culture.
Having conceptualized the two cultures in terms of their knowledge structures and knower structures and brought these together as legitimation codes,
Table 3.2 Legitimation codes of specialization for the two cultures
Humanist culture Scientific culture
Epistemic relation (to knowledge structure)
Social relations (to knower structure)
Legitimation code

–

+

+

C –F
C, +F
knower code
(ER–, SR+)

–

C, +F
C –F
knowledge code
(ER+, SR–)

Note: Classification (C) refers to relative strength of boundaries between categories or contexts; framing (F)
refers to relative strength of control within these categories or contexts; ER/SR refers to epistemic relation
and social relation; ‘+/–’ indicates relatively stronger/relatively weaker.
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we can now return to the two questions raised earlier: the basis of difference
between the two cultures and reasons for the shift of power between them.
First, the debate can be redescribed as a struggle for control of the epistemic
device between fields characterized by contrasting rulers or measures of
achievement (legitimation codes). These different codes characterize the kind
of resources or capital actors bring to the struggle: a struggle here between
‘who you are’ (knower code) and ‘what you know’ (knowledge code) as measures of status. It is little wonder that between the two was said to lay ‘a gulf
of mutual incomprehension’. Moreover, the rise of science and the proclaimed
crisis in humanities are intimately interrelated: rising status for science
threatened to change the basis of the distribution of resources and status
within the field and relegate humanists to second-class citizens. If scientists
controlled the epistemic device, then the field would tilt in their favour by
making a knowledge code the basis of achievement.
Second, the difference in codes also suggests reasons for why this shift in
power seemed imminent. One reason lies in the different relationships the
codes establish between their knowledge formations and horizontal discourse
(or everyday knowledge). As discussed, science was portrayed as specialized
by its language rather than its speakers: who was speaking was said to be less
important than what they were talking about and how. The mathematization
of science from the seventeenth century onwards had made this language progressively different to commonsense understanding, making discursive distance
from the contents and form of horizontal discourse the basis of the specialization of science. The scientist B.C. Brookes, for example, claimed ‘it will never
be possible’ to translate between the two and that ‘the learning of science is
the learning of a first, not a foreign, language’ that needed ‘lengthy and ruthless indoctrination’ (1959a: 502–21, 1959b: 783–4). Measured in terms of its
knowledge code, science was thereby becoming ever more specialized in relation to horizontal discourse.
In contrast, the knower code basis of identity and status in the humanities
made dispositional distance the basis of status; i.e. the distinction between the
dispositions of humanist knowers and those of the laity, rather than the possession of specialized knowledge and skills. In these terms the position of
humanists was being undermined on two fronts. First, expansion was bringing more varied knowers into higher education, presenting challenges to its
hierarchy of knowers; maintaining the code depended on successful accommodation of different dispositions. Second, when judged by the discursive
distance of science’s knowledge code, the humanities were becoming less special. The extension of literacy under educational expansion was giving birth
to ‘the articulate society’ where everyone felt entitled to speak and in which
the ‘clerk is a nobody not merely because he is not a scientist, but also because
in the developed societies everyone is now a clerk’ (Gellner 1964: 78). The
humanities did not involve learning specialized procedures or skills – there ‘is
no enormous discontinuity, a yawning gap, bridgeable only by prolonged
training’; instead one could pick up a discipline ‘simply by soaking in the
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ambience’ (Gellner 1964: 70) – and so were vulnerable to being viewed as little more than a convoluted or jargon-ridden form of everyday understanding.
As the historian Asa Briggs had complained:
Everyone feels entitled to judge, even to condemn, and to say, for example, with Henry Ford that ‘history is bunk’. This is a charge which few
men-in-the-street would care to make against physics or chemistry.
(Briggs 1956: 55)
In summary, the two cultures exhibited different legitimation codes, the
debate represented a struggle for ownership of the epistemic device, and the
state of play in this struggle was being affected by the different relationships
each code established with lay knowledge and knowers. In his paper on
knowledge structures, Bernstein (1999: 166) states that a field and its discourse are interdependent and interrelated and must be analysed together; the
analysis presented here illustrates how they relate together in specializing
identity and achievement within intellectual fields. That is, thinking in
terms of how both knowledge and knower structures specialize actors, and
how discourses can shed light on the different things they define as marking
what is sacred and what is profane, the way they establish different relations
between their sacred and profane, and the possible effects this may have for
intellectual fields. I shall now use this simple idea to look at a different context: the school curriculum.
Knower structures in educational fields: Music in the school
curriculum
Thus far I have focused on fields of knowledge production; in terms of educational fields of reproduction the notion of knower structures can be illustrated
by returning to Bernstein’s paper on classification and framing (1971) where
he describes inter alia how educational knowledge codes shape educational
identities. Bernstein identifies two codes as being predominant in educational systems: a collection code of relatively stronger boundaries between
subject areas and control in pedagogy; and an integrated code of relatively
weaker boundaries and control. Exploring the ways in which these shape
identity and consciousness, Bernstein describes how collection codes emphasize educational knowledge, producing a ‘clear-cut and bounded’ or ‘pure’
educational identity based on one’s academic subject (+C,+F), while in integrated codes the role of disciplinary knowledge in shaping one’s educational
identity is less clear-cut, more complex and must be constantly negotiated
(–C, –F). From the perspective being advanced in this paper, one can describe
this analysis as coding the way educational knowledge structures (such as a curriculum) specialize actors and discourses (ER+/–). Just as for intellectual fields,
we can additionally focus on the role of the educational knower structure and
code its influence on specialization (SR+/–). As I shall emphasize, it depends
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on the empirical context under investigation but it is likely that in contexts
characterized by a collection code curriculum the significance of a knower’s
dispositions is diminished (–C, –F), while in integrated codes there is more
space for knower dispositions to play a greater role in the negotiation of identity and consciousness (+C, +F), whether these dispositions are seen as
‘natural’, inculcated or resulting from one’s social position (depending on the
model of the knower).6 In other words, examining the knower structures of
collection code and integrated code curricula reveals unexpected strengths of
classification and framing. If we consider Bernstein’s original formulation as
coding the epistemic relation and these unexpected readings as coding the
social relation, then it is clear they represent a knowledge code (ER+, SR–) and
a knower code (ER–, SR+) respectively.
In short, I am suggesting that there are two dimensions of educational contexts (knowledge structures and knower structures), that relations to both can
be coded (using classification and framing), and that bringing these two modalities together gives the legitimation code. I stated above that this code depends
on the actual example under investigation because the modalities characterizing
the epistemic relation to the knowledge structure and social relation to the
knower structure may vary independently of each other. The inverse relationship between knowledge structures and knower structures in the example of the
two cultures (see Table 3.1) is not always necessarily the case; one can, for example, envisage a collection code knowledge structure which also exhibits strong
boundaries around and control over knower dispositions (i.e. one characterized
by a hierarchical knowledge structure and a hierarchical knower structure).
Varying the relative strengths of classification and framing for the epistemic
and social relations generates four principal legitimation codes (see Figure 3.1).
This generates further possibilities than those already encountered. Analysing
the knower structure and integrating this with an analysis of knowledge structure within the concept of legitimation code thereby expands the range of
possible phenomena brought within the theory. I have already discussed:
●

●

knowledge code (ER+, SR–), which emphasizes possession of specialized
knowledge, skills or techniques; and
knower code (ER–, SR+), which foregrounds dispositions, whether ‘natural’,
cultivated or related to social background.

In addition, one can also identify:
●

●

relativist code (ER–, SR–), where one’s identity and consciousness is ostensibly determined by neither knowledge nor dispositions, a kind of
relativist ‘anything goes’; and
élite code (ER+, SR+), where legitimate insight and membership is based
not only on possessing specialist knowledge but also having the right
kinds of dispositions.
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epistemic relation
(to knowledge structure)
+C, +F
elite

knowledge

social relation
(to knower structure)

–C, –F

+C, +F

knower

relativist
–C, –F

Figure 3.1 Legitimation codes of specialization

This conceptual framework thereby explores not only the strength of boundaries and locus of control but also what those classification and framing
strengths are of. Put crudely, it asks what the entry requirements are to being
considered legitimate, offering a legitimate performance or showing legitimate competence: is it knowledge, dispositions, neither or both? I have
already discussed two of these codes. To explore the value of this generative
theorization I shall now focus on the élite code by briefly discussing empirical
research using these concepts to look at the problematic position of Music in
the curriculum.
Music GCSE: an élite code?
There is something rotten in the state of Music in English secondary schools.
Concern over its current status led to the launch in July 2004 of a ‘Music
Manifesto’ by the British government that aims to champion the status of the
subject and encourage more young people to remain involved in music making. In school the problem is that though Music is very popular among pupils
up to the end of Year 9 (age 14) (Lamont et al. 2003) there is exceedingly low
uptake for GCSE qualifications: approximately 7 per cent of children choose
to take GCSE Music, compared to 38 per cent for History, 38 per cent for Art
and Design, and 15 per cent for Drama.7 The question this raises is why
Music GCSE is so comparatively unpopular. So far little research has directly
and systematically addressed this issue. Most studies of Music focus on the
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learning and playing of musical instruments in formal and informal settings
outside school; Music in the school curriculum is typically described as simply being ‘out of touch’ or viewed as irrelevant by most children (e.g. Green
2001, Sloboda 2001). Research that focuses on school Music, including the
limited number of studies on the GCSE problem itself, describe it as problematic but offer speculation or ad hoc, piecemeal and largely descriptive
accounts of best practice (e.g. Bray 2000, Harland et al. 2000). This lack of
explanation represents the starting point for a collaborative, interdisciplinary
research project using the conceptual framework presented here. I shall report
very briefly on the early stages of this research, focusing on two pilot studies:
(i) an analysis of attainment targets and programmes of study set out in curriculum documents and syllabi for Music; and (ii) a survey of pupils’
perceptions of a range of academic subjects including Music.8
Curriculum documents
The first study analyses the content and language of levels of achievement
expected of pupils at different Key Stages, as expressed in National Curriculum
attainment targets and programmes of study, and in the GCSE syllabi of major
examination boards. These have been analysed in terms of whether they focus
on and emphasize: skills, techniques and knowledge; knower dispositions (such
as aptitude, attitude, personal expression); neither; or both. Preliminary analysis suggests that the legitimation code changes for different Key Stages through
the curriculum. In Key Stages 1–2 (ages 5–11) there is an emphasis in the documents on the pupil’s personal expression and inner attributes above all else.
For example, at the end of Key Stage 2 (age 11) pupils are expected to be able to
‘develop their own compositions ... with increasing personal involvement, independence and creativity’ (DfES/QCA 1999: 18) – a knower code. In Key Stage
3 (ages 11–14), the emphasis shifts as issues of aptitude, attitude and personal
engagement are replaced by a focus on the demonstration of skills and possession of knowledge. The attainment target here emphasizes, for example, that
pupils should show an ‘increasing ability to discriminate, think critically and
make connections between different areas of knowledge’ (DfES/QCA 1999: 20)
– a knowledge code. Crucially for our focus here, a second change of code occurs
at GCSE level (Key Stage 4). Examination syllabi for GCSE require both personal expression and technical skills and knowledge. For example, for the
syllabus of the examination board Edexcel, pupils are required to include a solo
musical performance which is assessed for being both ‘accurate and fluent’ and
‘an expressive performance that is generally stylish’, with equal emphasis on
technical accuracy and personal interpretation – an élite code. These preliminary results suggest a possible reason for low uptake worthy of investigation to
be this move from knowledge code at Key Stage 3 to élite code at GCSE, one
which is not merely a shift of code (as also occurs between Key Stages 2 and 3)
but one that becomes doubly demanding: it is not enough one be knowledgeable, one must also possess the requisite dispositions.
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Pupils’ perceptions
The second part of this pilot study is a survey of children’s definitions of the
basis of success in different academic subjects. The survey was constructed to
explore pupils’ attitudes towards a range of school subjects, using the four
codes as potential responses. Pupils were asked about Music alongside the
core curriculum subjects of English, Mathematics and Science and the comparison subject of History, to compare their responses across a range of
different school subjects. The questionnaire was administered to 912 pupils
aged 8–14 from school years 4, 6, 7 and 9 at four comprehensive schools (all
of average size and average achievement rating) in the north-east and southeast of England between March and May 2004. For each subject children were
asked to: (i) rate the significance of being good at the subject; (ii) rate their
own ability compared to their peers; and (iii) describe the basis of success at
the subject. I shall focus on the last of these here. For all five subjects, children were asked ‘What do you think makes someone good at [the subject]?’;
four possible responses were provided, of which one only could be chosen:
[A]
[B]
[C]
[D]

Anyone can do it, nothing special is needed
You need to learn special skills or knowledge
You need to have ‘natural ability’ or a ‘feel’ for it
Only people with ‘natural ability’ can learn the special skills needed

It was designed for the responses to indicate a relativist code, knowledge
code, knower code and élite code, respectively.
I shall briefly highlight two results from a preliminary descriptive analysis
of the resulting data. First, taking the sample as a whole, the reasons for success in Science and the humanities were viewed differently by pupils: in
Maths and Science (and Music) the modal response was that success required
knowledge or skill, while the modal responses for English and History were
that ‘anyone can do it’. (Further work is required to explore this characterization.)9 Second, among pupils who had already chosen their GCSE subjects in
Year 9 (age 14), Music stood out from the other subjects in terms of the élite
code response. Success in Music was far more likely to be viewed as attainable
only by those with both natural ability and special skills than was the case for
any other subject: 19 per cent chose this option for Music compared to a maximum of 3.6 per cent for the other four subjects (see Figure 3.2). This figure
almost doubled to 35 per cent among those pupils who had chosen to study
Music at GCSE. The difference is quite striking: GCSE Music was far more
often characterized as exhibiting an élite code by pupils, especially those who
had chosen to take the qualification, than other subject areas.
I have reported here only part of the early results of this study, and further
research is required both to deepen this pilot work and to broaden its focus.
For example, we have reservations about the wording of the questionnaire and
research is required, particularly focus group work, to better capture possible
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Figure 3.2 Proportion of Year 9 responses choosing ‘élite code’ as basis for success

options. Further analysis of the results may also reveal changes in the coding
of Music in pupils’ perceptions for different Key Stages that can be compared
to those found in the National Curriculum documents. Both studies also form
part of a bigger picture. For example, one hypothesis from the study of curriculum documents is that the élite code of GCSE Music may reflect a
dominant view of professional music among actors in higher levels of education, such as universities and conservatoires; distinguishing between
professional, élite performers combines exacting standards of both technical
proficiency and sensibility and this may shape the nature of qualifications in
Music at lower levels of the educational system. The genesis of the élite code
within the official and pedagogic recontextualizing fields generating the
National Curriculum and how the code is refracted within teaching and
learning in schools and classrooms are thus areas for future research. However,
the point for this paper is less the specificities of the substantive focus here
and more the way it suggests that analysing both knowledge structures and
knower structures together in terms of legitimation codes offers fruitful ways
forward for empirical research. It reveals not only contexts exhibiting
stronger or weaker classification and framing but also those with both; such
contexts may appear contradictory or confusing if one considers educational
knowledge structures on their own. Elite schools, for example, may operate
with selection criteria based not only on qualifications but also issues of character and dispositions, or with what appear to be both performance and
competence models of pedagogy. Integrating knower structures into the
analysis may show such contexts exhibit an élite legitimation code. By being
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firmly anchored on the concepts of classification and framing, the strong
external language of description of legitimation code theory also enables
analysis of the underlying principles structuring curriculum guidelines,
teaching practice, pupils’ perceptions, school structures and so forth in a
manner enabling systematic comparisons within and between these contexts,
something lacking from existing research on Music in the curriculum.
Conclusion
In this paper I have highlighted a second dimension to the analysis of intellectual and educational fields. Bernstein conceptualizes knowledge structures
in fields of intellectual production and educational knowledge structures in
fields of educational reproduction. I have suggested we can also analyse these
fields in terms of the knower structures encoded into their discourses and
practices. For every knowledge structure there is also a knower structure. This
dimension lay tacitly present as a potential of the theory but is here brought
into the open. This by itself can reveal interesting issues; for example, it leads
us to recast the question of hierarchies in intellectual fields from ‘whether’ to
‘where’ – horizontal knowledge structures may be characterized by hierarchical knower structures. It also offers further insights into the underlying
principles of knowledge formations. In the example of the ‘two cultures’
debate, analysing both its knowledge structure and knower structure shows
how humanist culture was, according to its protagonists, being threatened by
both new knowers and by the ascendant knowledge code of science.
Integrating the analysis of knower structures with that of knowledge structures within the concept of legitimation code not only enables their different
insights to be brought together but also enables us to generatively conceptualize new possibilities, such as relativist and élite codes. This
conceptualization expands the range of phenomena encompassed within the
theory not by displacing or adding to the insights of educational knowledge
codes and knowledge structures but by integrating them (see Moore and
Muller 2002). That the ideas can be extended to analyse fields of recontextualization and reproduction was illustrated by briefly discussing an ongoing
research project into Music in the school curriculum. Preliminary results
from this study suggest that the very low uptake of Music at GCSE level may
be related to its élite code of legitimation. In summary, both the examples
illustrate that the ways in which actors and discourses are specialized help
shape the development, position and standing of knowledge formations and
the opportunities available and constraints presented to actors within these
fields – as Bernstein argues, such ‘relations within’ have their own structuring
significance, with real effects for the position and status of subjects in the curriculum, career opportunities for teachers and academics, and numerous other
pressing, everyday realities. Looking at how actors and discourses are specialized by both knowledge structures and knower structures thereby not only
offers interesting possibilities for research but also highlights issues of crucial
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significance for understanding and changing those intellectual fields and educational contexts which form our material and intellectual conditions of
existence.
Notes
1 See Maton (2000, 2004) for analyses in terms of legitimation codes of changes in the disciplinary and institutional maps of higher education; Moore and Maton (2001) on the
epistemic device; and Doherty (2004), Lamont (2004) and Wheelahan (2005) for examples
of educational studies using legitimation codes.
2 The following draws on a more extensive study of the ‘two cultures’ debate which forms
part of a wider analysis of the conditions of the emergence of British cultural studies in
post-war higher education (Maton 2005). My coverage will be necessarily brief here as the
principal focus is elucidating the notion of ‘knower structures’; I shall analyse the debate
more fully in a future publication.
3 The following is how science and the humanities were portrayed by numerous contemporary
contributors to the ‘two cultures’ debate – a self-portrait of the disciplinary map by its participants – rather than an anthropological description of their enacted practices.
4 Integration of new knowers may be through resocialization (such as was attempted by the
creation of new campus universities as resocializing institutions in 1960s English higher
education; Maton 2004) or through a mixture of indoctrination and coercion (such as that
underlying the Great Chain of Being of monarchical and papal hierarchies; Maton 2002).
Educational expansion has typically accommodated new knowers through a combination of
resocialization as the condition of entry into higher-status institutional and disciplinary
positions or relegation into lower levels of these status hierarchies (cf. Hickox and Moore
1995).
5 I am broadening the original definitions of the concepts (Maton 2000) which reflected their
basis in highlighting a specific issue: the significance of epistemological considerations in
knowledge production. Moore and Maton (2001) argued and Maton (2004) showed that
the epistemic device is also active in fields of recontextualization and reproduction. In other
words, all discursive practices can be analysed in terms of a distinction between their epistemic and social relations.
6 Examples of these three include the focus in music educational research on notions of
‘genius’ and ‘natural ability’, emphasis in literary and art criticism on the cultivated sensibility of the reader or viewer through immersion in great works of culture, and standpoint
epistemologies which base claims to privileged insight on membership of a specific social
group. The definition of the form taken by ‘dispositions’ depends on the model of the
knower; this analysis, however, reveals that despite surface differences, avowedly antagonistic positions, such as Leavisite and feminist literary criticism, share underlying structuring
principles: a knower code.
7 GCSE is a public qualification taken through a combination of coursework and examination between age 14 and age 16. It is the first stage in the school system in England and
Wales at which subjects can be chosen.
8 This research is being jointly conducted with Alexandra Lamont, a music psychologist at
Keele University (see Lamont 2004 and QCA 2004). We shall report the results of this
ongoing research more fully in future publications; my focus here is primarily on illustrating the conceptual development outlined in the current paper.
9 The results for English and History may reflect our wording of the options, particularly
this first attempt to capture a dispositional emphasis. (Or it may be that humanist intellectuals in the ‘two cultures’ debate were correct and the humanities are indeed seen as
nothing special.)
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